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Work undertaken in the field of cut-off grade optimization has not advanced much beyond the 
work undertaken by Lane in 1988. His definitive work is based on the calculus of the Net Present 
Value criterion which i~ the mo~l widely under~tood, consistent, and appropriate method by which 
sequential cash now~ arising i'rom the extraction of mineral reserves from an exhaustible resource 
can he rcpresented. Although the mathematics is not complex Lane's method is not a widely 
appreciated or applied approach to maximizing the value of a mining operation through selection 
and balancing of operational cut-off grades. Three stages in a mining operation namely, mining, 
processing and marketing were defined by Lane and the economics of each stag~ are idcntified 
and isolated to provide an optimum cut-off for ~ach stage. Points of intersection along the present 
value curves for each stage of a mining operation arc used to identify balancing cut-off grades at 
points where the capacity of the mining, proce~~ing and marketing stages is fully utilized and the 
Net Present Value of the operation is optimized. Data that simulate a small, deep-level 
Witwatersrand-type gold mine with an average grade of 6 g/t Au and a logrithmic variance of 1.2, 
arc applied to the model to illustrate the benefits of representing cut-off grades in terms of present 
value curves for different segments of a mining operation. 

Keywords: Cut-off grade, Net Present Value, grade-tonnage curv~, balancing cut-off grade, 
mining, processing, marketing. 

Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to re-examine the work 
undertaken by Lane (1988, 1997) in regard to the 
optimization of cut-off grades in mining operations. The 
method has been couched in mathematics that detracts from 
its value and as a consequence it has not been a8 widely 
applied as might otherwise be the case. This is evidenced by 
the fact that many mining engineers and geologists keep a 
copy of Lane's original work on their shelves but the books 
generally tend to be in pristine condition. The Net Present 
Value criterion was used by Lane as the basis for deriving a 
set of equation~ that allow one to identify the constraining 
factors in a mining operation and thereby determine the 
maximum present value of a mining operation. The NPV 
criterion is consistently quoted a~ the principal detenninanl 
of economic value in mining operations and the relationship 
between cut-off grade and NPV provides a mcan~ by which 
cut-off grades can be optimized. 

For the purpo~es of a di~eounted cash now analysis Lane 
defined value a~ a r unction of two factors, namely, the size 
of the remaining ore reserve (,S) and the rate of extraction 
( q). Intuitively these two factors, will inform decisions 
about the capacity of the minc, for the larger the rate of 
extraction the shorter will be the life of mine for any given 
size of mineral rc~ervc and vice versa. TIlese two ['tctors (S) 
and (q) also define the life of the mine (T). The present 
value (PV) for any mining operation is the sum of all future 
cash flows discounted by an appropriate ratc of interest, 
which should at least be the cost of capitaL Both Lane 
(1 997) and Hartwick and Okwilcr (1997) arrived atlhe 
same conclusion using slightly different techniques, but 
L ane used the following expression, where Cq is the cash 

flow in the initial period associated with q tonnes of 
extracted ore. The value V of the mining operation at any 
time is a function of the life of the mine, the size of the 
remaining reserve and the rate of extraction V(T+t, S-q), so 
we write the well known Net Present Value notation as 
follows: 

PV(T,S) ~ V(T+ I,S-%)+ 
V(T+ t"S-q,) V(T+I"S-q,) + - -.----.. --:1.--+ ..... 

(I+r) (I+r) 

Differentiating the present value, PV in thi~ equation with 
respect to S the remaining ore reserve and with respect to 
t ime, the life of the minc , produces the following 
relationships. So we have: 

"qV = c-!"(rv+dV) [11 
dS q dT 

The last term in Equation [IJ is negative and is made up 
of an interest term that retlects the depreciation in value of 
the operation (ry) as a consequence of extraction, and the 
first derivative of the valuc of thc minc with respect to 
time"lVldT which together arc refel1'ed La as the 0PPOltunity 
co~t. Opportunity cost is a loss incurred by the investor for 
having tied up his capital in the present mining operation. 
This means he has to forego the benefits that would have 
acclued to him as a result of investing his capital in the next 
best mining investment opportunity and hence he incurs a 
cost: 
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that will be effective for the life of the operation. So we 
have terms F and r where 

r~ )Iq 
This equation gives the time taken to work through onc 

unit of mineralized material and the teml et) is simply the 
tonnage milled, proce~sed or marketed in one time period, 
typically a year. Thus the term reduces to a rand per tonne 
term (exactly the same units as the rest of the terms in the 
equation) and is simply an additional cost attributable to 
each tonne of ore in the same way as any other costs. So we 
have the result that the maximum present value of a mining 
uperation based on a finite resource S, is: 

dV 
-=C-Fr 
dS 

Thi~ i~ the elegant solution that Lane derived as long ago 
as 1988. Details of the derivation are providcd in thc 
Appendix 1. In fact this is a remarkable re~ult for it tells us 
how the value of a mining opcration declines as the primary 
asset, the mineral resource, is progressively depleted. This 
equation takes account of both the present value 
maximization and of the opportunity cost and can be 
rcarranged to show that the change in value that 
accompanies the depletion of the ore reserves is simply the 
cash flow associated with the mining of those rescrve~ 
minus the opportunity cost. On a per unit basi~ the change 
in value (dV) with caeh unit q that is mined (dS) is given by 
the equation: 

[2] 

This is exactly the equality used by the United Nations 
(2000) in thcir calculation of royalty which is defined as the 
change in value associated with the extraction of one unit of 
reserves. Furthermore we can write an equation for the 
change of value of the mining operation with time; 

dV =!1. x(dV -c)+rv 
dT t dS 

This equation says that the change in value of the mining 
operation with time is equal to the production rate 
multiplied by the change in value of the stock minus the 
cash flow, plus the capital appreciation. 

Model parameters 
For this pft11icular cxcrcisc the averagc values of key data 
from the Chamber of Mines Annual Rep0l1 (2000), for a 
relatively small, deep-level Witwatersrand-type gold mine 
in South Africa, are presented in Table 1. 

Mine, mill and market capacity 

Thrcc main componcnts of a mining operation namely, 
mining, processing and marketing, were identified by Lane 
(1988 , 1997) in his approach to the analysis of cut-off 
grades, and are shown with symbols for capacity and costs 
in Table H. Mining capacity, M in Mtia, is primarily a 
function of mine design, access, labour, infrastructure, and 
available face length, whereas mill capacity H in Mtla, is a 
function of the number of crushers, ball mills and 
absorption tanks in the mill. Marketing capacity may be 
constrained through selling constraints or long-tcrm 
contracts, but is probably only related to thc smelling and 
refining capacity of the refinery. 

Output in some mining opcrations may be limited by 
capacity in onc of {hc three stages, mining, processing or 
marketing and could affect the economic cut-off grade. For 
the bulk of South African Wits-type deposits no such 
constraints exist. The average large South African gold 
mine hoists in the order of 2.25 Mt of rock annually 
comprising about 1.8 Mt of ore and approximately 0.45 Mt 
(20 per cent) waste. Key data from Anglogold (2001) 
suggests an average shaft ovcrcapacity of 17% in respect of 
rock hoistcd and an avcragc mill ovcrcapacity of 42%, in 
respect of ore hoisted for the larger mining operations in 
South Africa. Thus gold production at these mining 
operations is constrained by the rate of extraction rather 
than infrastructure capacity. 

The results for the industry average small gold mine 
shown in Table I, are applied in Table III by way of an 
example in which the present value of a mining operation 
can be optimized through tactical application of appropriate 
cut-off grades. 

Application of the concept 
The cash flow shown in Equation [1] yields the following 
expression: 

Table I 
Key data fOL· an industry average, smaU South African gold mine 

. . . . _ .. . . __ ._---_ . -
Rock mined Shaft capacily Mill capacily Ore milled Average grade Gold prodnced Capital expenditure 
tonnes Mtpa Mtpa tonnes si' i .. kg R (Million) 

. _-- -~ .. -- -----_. ._ -- --

1200 000 ~1.4()4 ~1.2 1 700 000 6.00 4200 24.50 

Modified aftcr: Key datafi!l" ,wm/! gold mining operation,' in South Africa. Source: Chamber of Mines (200(}) 

Table II 
Notation for mine analysis (after Lane, 1997) 

Total cash costs 
R(Million) 

38.0 
- -

Capacity Mt/a 

M 
H 

~:::oc" oc~::::"" QO::"y .-l --. V'ri'::"'''' ___ _ 
Processing Ore Proportion abo~e '-'ut-off (x) h 

MarkctiJ,"g .... _ _ ..l _ _ _ _ M::::,="~I ___ ...l ___ _ _ _ "Y::<>g _ _____ _'_ _____ k ____ _'_ _ _ _ K 
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T.abte IU 
Model p:JrHnlei~rs for an industry average, small Snulh African Jilold mint' 

Operation Component Symbol Utilization 

Milling: <.:apacity (rod:: mined) M 1.2 MtllI 

"'. 0.7 Mlla 

""""'" 0.5 Mlla 
Processing capecity (rod:. procc!lSCd) H 0.7 Mill! 
Marketing l-.lpiU:.i ty (metal recovered) K 4.'20 rla 

Model Puram~I~Ts 

Mining variable costs (m) R/t 180 
ProcesBing variable !;OSIS (h) Rh 2.' 
Marketing variable COI;U (/r) Rlt 300 000 
TOIIII Fixw CosU '" RI. 38.0 
Opportunity COl!! (t1 RI .. "'.50 
A ver.lgc gr.de aoove cUI-off ,,,. Values from 0 10 45 g/t 
PropoJrtion above cut-off , Values from 0.0 10 UI 
Yield or recovery (y) a.1t! (82%) 
Price (p) Rig 101 

t Avera&c valucscaJculated frum dala fOcTau LekOll and Kopanang mines. ind icate about 20 per cellt wli--;le (AnglogoJd. 2OOJ) 

dV =(p- k)xyg - xh - m- f<-(rv - dV)< 
dS dT 
=(p-k)xyg -xl. - m - (j - F)< 

By setti ng the difi'ereotiated etJualion above equal la zero 
il is possible to find a maximized solution for any of the 
variables and to maxirnir.e the present value (PV in Rll) 
arising from the extraction, processing and marketing of 
one llnit of mineral reserve given by: 

PV=(p - k)xyg - xh -m-(J + F)< [31 

where: 
• x <= tile proportion of mine.ra1 resource above cut-off i.c. 

the ratio of mineral reservc lo mineral resource 
(payability), and 

• ~ is the average grade of the ore above cul-off. 
In the limiting cases the following fannulae apply for 

mining 

- " 8 = • (p - k)xy 
for processing 

__ [h+(J+ F)IH ] 
8. - (p - k)xy 

and for marketing 

- " 
8. = [(p -k)xy - (j + F)xy] I K 

Noti ce the la st two terms for the process ing and 
mark Cling equations are identical in form and in cach case 
the cut-off grade will fa ll as F declines because the 
remaining life of the mine is reduced, None of the fonnula 
makes d irect refe re nce la the grades present in t he 
mmeralir.oo rock, The cut-off is calculated with reference 10 
costs, price~ and capacities regardlcss of die way thc grades 
actually vary within the mineralized body. Making the 
appropriate substitutio1lS of thc data for a small Wits-type 
gold mine in Table TJJ produce the following results for 
Iintiting economic cul-off grades for mining, processing and 

marketing. These arc shown in Figure I as gm, gh, and gk, 
respectively. 

Limiting economic cul-off grades 

Mine limiting cut-off grade 

The mine limiting capacity M is the shaft capacity ~howo in 
Table I given in mining units (smu's) pcr year, but in every 
case these shafts have significant overcapacity in telms of 
their abi.lity to hoisl broken rock. One unit of mineral 
reserve that is mined gives d se to I uniL that is sent for 
processing, On avemge the time 10 handle one uni t (I IM), is 
very small for Archean gold deposits (11160 000) and even 
smaller for large Wits-type gold deposits (111 200 000), So 
Equation [3] becomes: 

dV =(p - k)xyg - xh - m-(j'+F)IM 
dS 

and since the terms- m and-(f+P)/M do not vary with 
changes in g we can write: 

dV =(p - k)xyg-xh=O 
dS 

Setting the equation equal to zero and solving for g", we 
have the fonnula far the mine limiting cut off grade: 

_ h 
g = 
• (p - k)xy 

This equation tells us that one unit of mineralized rock i.~ 
part of mineral reserves jf the value of the unit is greater 
than the cost of further processing ((p -k)yg > h). 

Points worth noting are: 

-Thai afte r allowing for marke ting eost Ihe value of 
mineral reserve need only cover the variable cost of 
lreatment for it to make a contribution to mining 
operation. Thi!; i~ the clearest definition of marginal ore 
that is available. 

- Neithcr time cost. nor mining/developmcnl costs arc 
rclevam. 
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Best, optimal and balancing cut-off grades 

I ; NPV (m~~~~: ___ -__ NPV_(~arketing) • NPV (prOCeSSing)--] 

-)~~~~gm~,~{9hJ~gh~~~=~====T.~8~'''~""~'~;Of~f9~ffi;d~'";=l100.00 3' 1::b:: 
",,00 

__ (gm, gh, gk) 90.00 ; 

",,00 

~ 70.00 

Cl) 60.00 , 
~ 50.00 

'E 40,00 l 3000 

70.00 

60.00 

50.00 

40.00 

30.00 

~ 
j 
• 
~ 
'" 

! 
20.00 1------------ 20.00 

10.00 10.00 
O~OO '----____ _ 

O~OO 
0.00 100 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 7.00 8.00 

Cut-off grade (glt gold) 
g~OO 10.00 

Figure 1. Ell'ective optimum cllt-off aradcs for the mining, processing and marketing stages of a minina operation. The thick line at 2.44 glt 
defines the optimum operational cut-off grade 

• There is no reference [0 present value hence a mine that 
is limited by mining capacity ~houJd be operated on a 
tactical rather than a strategic basis. This means no 
matter what your ClIlTent cut-off grade policy is, there 
is no way to make gains now that you trade off against 
losses in the futurc. Where a decision has been made to 
continue operating, there is no limit to treatment 
capacity-you should increase output as price rises. 

Substituting the parameters from Table I1I into the mine 
limiting equation we have: 

_ h 
gm = (p-k)y 

200 

(lOt - O~3)xO~82 
= 2.42 g/t gold 

This cut-off arises because if the extmction process is the 
limiting constraint then plant and market are starved of ore; 
so every thing above 2.42 g/t gold is classified as ore as 
shown for the mining curve in Figure 1. 

Process limiting cut-off grade 

For the average large South African Wits-type gold mine 
the processing plant is nevcr a constraint on the rate of gold 
production. The most common constraint in mining 
operations is in the processing stage i.e. tTamming, hoisting, 
cmshing, concentrating or processing facility. The process 
limiting capacity is H units per year. One unit of 
mineralizcd material gives rise to x units of orc. The time "t 
to handle x units of ore is 't":=:: xlH. So Equation [31 becomes 

dV x 
- = (p -k)xyg -xh- m-(f + F)x- = 0 
dS H 

Again the tenTI -m does not vary with the grade g and "t = 
xJH, so solving for ih we have the following equation for 
the process limiting cut-off grade: 

418 

_ (h+U+F)/H) 
g - ~-7'----;c;'-~ 
• - (p-k)y 

From this we see that the opportunity cost F = rV-dV/dT 
appears simply as an additional time cost factor divided by 
a lonnage (//), and this makes the cut-oft" determination 
significantly different from convcntional methods. Thc cut
off declines as the mine ages, because the older the mine 
the smaller will F be. Substituting the model par'ameters 
from Table TIT into the process limiting equation we get: 

_ (h+(J+F)/H) 
g -
.- (p - k)y 

(200 + (38~OO + 24~5)/07) 
(lOt O~3)*O~82 

= 3.50 g/t gold 
This is a higher cut-off grade tharl if the mine capacity is 

the constraining factor a~ shown for the processing curve in 
Figme 1. 

Market limiting cut-off grade 

For the average gold mine the market may be limited in the 
short-term by an exclusive sales contract, or by imposing 
constraining capacity of a refinery or smelter. Thi~ docs nol 
present any significant restricuon on the sale of the melai in 
the medium-la long-tcm1, hut the concept is carried forward 
by Lane (1997) and is applicd here hecause of potential 
application in other commodily markets. Thc markcl 
limiting capacity is K units per year mcaning one unit of 
mineralized material gives rise to xyg units of concentrate 
or metal and the time to handle (process or sell) the xyi 
units of material is xYilK, where"t:=:: xyg. 

So Equation [3 ] becomes 

dV =(p-k)xyg-xh-m-(J+F)xxyg =0 
dS K 

Setting it equal to zcro and solving for gk gives the market 
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limiting cut-off grade and through substitution of the mooel 
parametcr.~ in Table In this equation gives: 

- " g. = (p - k)y - y(j + F)I K 
200 

=~~~~~~~~~~ 
(101- 0.3)* 0.82 - 0.82(38.0 + 24.50) /4.20 

=2.84 gllgold 
The c UI-off g rade is low as shown in Figure I and a 

conslIai nl in [he ma rket mea ns that cash flow patterns 
cannot be influenced very mueh by cut-cff' grade policy. 

Effective optimun cut-off grades 
The best way to examine thc relationships between cut-offs 
at different 8tages of the mining operation is to calculate 
and compare the present vnlue V for each of the constraints. 
With present value as a func:tilm of the remaining reserves 
the following equation was derived: 

dV 1 dS= PV = (p - k)xyg - xh - m - (j + F)r 

The three forms of limiting cut orfs were all related to the 
variable t in the following wily: 

• Mine limiting t = ! IM 
• P,.oc:c.~<; limiting 1: = xlH 
• Market Limiting t = xyil K 

Present value for each conslrnint takes the form: 
• VHf = (P-k) xyj - xh - m - (j+,.YM 
• Vii ;::; (p-k)xyi - xh - m - (j+F)x1H 
• Vk:= (P-k )xyi - .ch - m - (j+F) xyi lK 
Graphs of these three representations of present value (in 

Rh) as a funClion of tbe cut-off grade are all convex 
upwards with a sing le maximum that is the limiting cut-oIT 
grade for the constra int concerned. The grade-tonnage 
curve (Figure 2) for a deposit with an average grade of 6 glt 
and a logrithmic variance of 1.2 is shown together with the 
present value data (Table AI). ill Appendix 2. Curves faJ 
mining, processil\g and marketing in a small Wits-type gold 
mine are shown in Figure I. 

Ba]ancing cut-off grades 
Optimal cut-off grades can be determined at each st.1ge of 
the mining opemtion whcn capacity related factors are 
incorporated in the calculation. Some mining operations 
may be co nstrai ned by the capacity of mi ning (M). 
pn"lc~sing (If) and marketing (I<) uIJCr:1 tions, bm data from 
Table I indicate thal gold production on the average large 
scale mine is not constrained by any of these faclors. The 
only major constraint on the rate of gold pnxluetion is the 
Ihin labular aspect of the orebody itself, the mining method, 
Ihe extreme depths at which the reef OCCUTIl, tbe high rock 
temperatures and the distances that have to be travelled 
underground . Relative utilization of a Wils-type ore body is 
determined by dle grade distribution of the orebody, the 
app! ied cut-orc grade and the variability of the ore. At lower 
eul-off's orebody utilization is high, the payability is high, 
the avemge grade is low, rates of development are low and 
selectivity is low. but the opposite is true at high cut-off 
grade~. The grade-lonnage curve graphically describes this 
relation~hip as shown in Figure 2, below. 

At full utj li7.a!ion there is a cut-off grade at which the 
differeut components of the mining operation are balanced. 
Payability is the fatio of ore milled la total rock mined so 
[he following relotionship is trur! for the average Wits gold 
mmc. 

Payability (x) = Ore sent to the mill 
Rock that is m.ined 

H = O.7Mtla 0.583 
M 1.2Mtla 

Min ing c a pacity M anJ process ing capac it y H a re 
ba lanced when the payabil ity is in the ratio of existing 
cap'lcities and nom this we derive the mining/processing 
balancing cut-off g rade, Gmh. In this particular case the 
cut-off grade i~ (\b~)u t 2.8 glt according to f' igure 2 and 
operating at this cut-off keeps the two palts of the mining 
sy~tcm at full capacity. 

In a similar way the average grade above cut-off is the 
ratio of total metal recovered (marketing capacity K) to total 
tonnes processed (processing capacity H) and can be 

Grade-Tonnage Curve (Average grade :a 6 gft Log var = 1.2) 
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Figure 2, The grnde-tolluage curve for H ~olfl deposit (Iognornmi distribution) wilh on o\'el'oge grade ul" 6 Wt gold and a logrithmic variance 
!If 1.2. T he balanclllg cut-ofl' grades (WM == 2.84 gltl and (K/JI '" 1.2 gll) fire Indicated 
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represcnted by the following equation: These two fac tors 
are balanced when the average grade above cut-off is in the 
ratio of the existing capacities. 

Average grade above cut - otI = 
Total metal recovered K 

Total tonnes processed H 
~ 4200 OOOg ~ 6.0g/t 

700 OOOt 
Operating at the cut-off grade where average grade above 

cut-off = K/H means we keep the two pmts of the mining 
system at full capacity. A recovery factor of 0.82 accounts 
for the difference between calculated and actual metal 
recovered and gives an average grade above cut-off of 
about 5 g/t gold and a cut-off grade of about 1.2 g/t gold 
(Figure 2). 

We now have 3 limiting cut-off grades and 2 balancing 
cut-off grades (Figure 1) but, only one is feasible and we 
are looking for a logical proccdure for identifying it. The 
solution for the maximum cut-off grades at the intersection 
points of the various curves marked Vm, Vh, and Vm in 
Figure 1 are known as the balancing cut-off grades. At these 
points the full capacity of all parts of the mining operation 
is utilized. Lane (l997) referred to these points and shown 
on Figure 1 as follows: 

- Ghk=gkifghk<gk 
- Ghk = gh if.ghk > gh 
- Otherwise Ghk = ghk. 

The overall effective optimum cut-off grade is now one 
of the two either Gmh or Ghk. The largest PV is limited by 
the least of Vm, Vh or Vk and in tbis particular example it 
is the process limiting grade of 2.84 glt gold (Figurc 1). 

Conclusions 
The method suggested by Lane (1988, 1997) is an elegant 
and simple way of optimizing cut-off grades in mining 
operations wherc grades are low and selective mining on a 
strategic basis can bc applicd. In most South African 
operations there is' little in the way of constraint on mining 
infrastrudure and in this particular model it can be shown 
that the optimal cut-off grade at which to run the operation 
is the marketing limiting cut-off of 2.84 g/t. 'This provides 
the miner with a tactical tool for maximizing the cash flow 
from the operation on a local scale and a year-by-year basis. 

Appendix 1 
Derivation of the relevant equations used in this paper 

The value of the mining operation V, in the first period, is 
the cash flow (Cq) associated with mining q units of stock 
and the present value (PV) of any facility is given by: 

1 
V(T,S)~ Cq+--, [V(T+t,S-q)] ~ 

(I +r) . 
Cq + [V(T + t,S - q)]/(J + r)' 

Let' s focu~ on the second part of the equation, namely, 

[V(T + t,S - q)]/(1 + r)' 
Using the Binomial Series expansion, 

l+n)"~(I+nn)if Inl«1 
we rcwrite the equation as follows: 

420 

11] 

VeT + t,S - q )/(1 + r)' 
~ V(T+ t,S -q)x(! + rl) 

Now using the Tay 101' Series expansion for 2 variables for 
this part of the equation we get: 

dV t1 d 2V 
V(T+t)~V(T)+t dT +2 dT' + .... al1d 12] 

dV q2 d 2V 
V(S-q)~V(S)-q dS -2 dS' + .... 

Combining Equations [2] and [3] we get: 

VeT + t,S - q) ~ [V(T,S)+ t dV - q dV]X(1 + rt) 
dT dS 

l3] 

14] 

And multiply Equation [4] by -rl(t/l¥)""O and because -rl 
is very small, it means that -rt2 and -rtq arc very, very small 
so we ignore these terms and from Equation L4J we get: 

dV dV 
VeT S)-rtV+t--q-

, dT dS 15] 

Return to Equation [1] and substitute Equation [5J into it 
to get: 

dV dV 
V(T,S)~ Cq+ V(T,S)-rtV + t--q- 16] 

dT dS 

Having performed the differentiation and cancelling 
common terms on either side of the equation we can now 
set Equation [6] equal to zero: 

dV dV 
Cq-rtV+t--q- =O [71 

dT dS 

Solve Eqnation [7] for the variables of interest. So we 
have 

q - =Cq-t rV+-dV (dV) 
dS dT 

dV =c_!.(rv+dV) 
dS q dT 

and if 

( 
dV) t F= rV+- and T=-
dT q 

we can make the appropriatc substitlltions and we have the 
result that the maximum PV of a mining operation based on 
a finite resource S, is 

dV 
-=C-FT 
dS 

18] 

whicb was the elegant solution that Lane derived. 
Furthermore, we can write an equation for the change of 
value of the mining operation with time: 

dV ~'ljdV -c) + rv 
dT t\.dS 
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-
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